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chacalear
It means stealing, appropriating other people.  Do evil, act like a jackal. 

chacalear, chacal
In Mexico chacalear is stealing and jackal rater.  The jackal is an African carnivorous mammal.  It's similar to coyote but
smaller in size.  Nickname of a Venezuelan terrorist.

chacalele
It is a very simple toy, made with a button and a crisscross cord, to spin it.  We also call it buzzer.  It is dangerous to
small children.  In Central America, say you chacalele in a way slang is heart, mango.  It also means pulse watch.

chacales
People who are dedicated to Rob and steal.  Canid similar to Wolf, but smaller.  In Mexico they say jackals to shrimp or
Freshwater prawns.

chacalin
It can mean child or person of small stature.  Person of short stature.  It is also a way of calling a variety of small shrimp
or marmoset shrimp.  It also means that it is achiotado or intense red.  Colorado. 

chacalito
Diminutive jackal.  Aggressive person, high school, pendenciera.  Person who keeps defensive and willing to fight for
everything.  Besealing, belligerent.

chacalonero
It means that it is the style of Chacalón Jr.  a Peruvian singer.  In Peru it is a type of dance derived from Reggaeton and
with some cumbia airs, so it is considered a cumbia-reggaeton type dance. 

chacar
In Bolivia it means stealing, stealing, appropriating what is foreign.  In the United States in a surname of Lebanese
origin.  Last name of Professor at the University of Florida, called Aya S.  Chacar .  She is an engineer. 

chacaraza
Augmentative of chácara .  Big chácara, large scar.  In Colombia it is a large and ugly scar.  Cicatrizota . 

chacarero
It means that it belongs to the chacrara or the chakra.  It means peasant, farmer, country man.  Granger. 

chacarita
Buenos Aires football team whose stadium is in Villa Maipú.  They're told by the Funebreros.  Name of old Buenos Aires
Cemetery.  Name of a neighborhood of Buenos Aires (Villa Crespo).  Name of a station in Buenos Aires.  Also called
Villa Crespo.  Name of an Ecuadorian locality in the province of Los Ríos.  Name of an assumption neighborhood in
Paraguay.  Name of a neighborhood of Piedecuesta, Santander (Colombia).



chacarón
In Colombia, it means a scar or a very big wound. It is an augmentative of chácara which means wound, scar, mark,
signal. Large size, large farmhouse, large farm farm.

chacarón
In Colombia, it means a scar or a very big wound. It is an augmentative of chácara which means wound, scar, mark,
signal. Large size, large farmhouse, large farm farm.

chacas
Plural of chaca .  In Mexico and Chile it is a kind of seafood.  In the Dominican Republic it is the name of a corn candy. 

chacámecua
It is one of the names that give the scientific name Circium herbaceous plant in Mexico mexicanum of the family
Asteraceae.  They also say Chinacá or varicose veins, in Guatemala will say Cardosanto, artichoke, or Suctzúm. 
Medicinally it is used for the treatment of varicose veins.

chacero
In Colombia it is used to designate a person who sells a chaza, kiosk, ranch or caney.  Street vendor of trinkets that
mounts a small awning.

chacha
In Colombia means girl, young woman, girl.  Girl who imposes authority on a sector.  In Central America it is another
way to call the guacharaca, which is a galliform bird of the Cracidae family.  Its scientific name is Ortalis colimbiana and
it is also called chachalaca.  It is also a way to call a frictional musical instrument that is best known as scrape or
guacharaca. 

chachafruto
In Colombia it is one of the names of a tree of the Fabaceaa family.  It is also known as mompás, balú, bucare mompás,
sacha bean, mompás bean, pisonay, balsui, baluy, balúi, hemp, or pajuro.  Its scientific name is Erythrina edulis.  It is
considered very nutritious. 

chachagua
It can be a way to call a two-barrel shotgun, usually sorceress.  It is the name of a town in Costa Rica, in the Province of
Alajuela.  It is a way to call the ant arriera or leaf erating, also known as zampopo or zampopa.  Its scientific name is
Atta cephalotes, from the family Formicidae.  It is also a way to call a small mountain turtle, also called chachahua,
chachakua, pochitoque, swamp turtle, pantanera turtle or cap, which is endemic to the State of Tabasco, in Mexico.  Its
scientific name is Kinosternon herrerai or Cryptochelys herrerai and belongs to the family Kinosternidae.  In Peru it is
also the name of a medicinal plant, known as a stonebreaker and a surname of indigenous origin. 

chachaguita
Diminutive of chachagua .  The chachagua is a way of calling a two-barrel shotgun, usually sorcery.  It is the name of a
town in Costa Rica, in the Province of Alajuela.  It is a way of calling the ant arriera or leaf eater, also known as
zampopo or zampopa.  Its scientific name is Atta cephalotes, of the family Formicidae.  It is also a way to call a small
mountain turtle, also called chachahua, chachakua, pochitoque, swamp turtle, swamp turtle or casquito, which is
endemic to the State of Tabasco, in Mexico.  Its scientific name is Kinosternon herrerai or Cryptochelys herrerai and
belongs to the family Kinosternidae.  In Peru it is also the name of a medicinal plant, known as rompepiedras and a
surname of indigenous origin. 



chachalaca
It is one of the common names of very bustling birds of American forests.  They are also called guacharacas, aracuas,
guaracachis or charatas.  They belong to the genus Ortalis and the family Cracidae.

chachalaco
In Colombia it is a bird or bird of the genus Ortalis and the family Cracidae.  We also call it guacharaco or cocrico.

chachani
In Quechua language it means valiinte, nalerosy, powerful.  It is the name of a volcano of Peru, located near Arequipa. 

chacharaca
It's another way to call the guacharaca.  It is used in Central America and is valid for both the bird, which is also called
chachalaca, yacú, charata or arachúa and for the musical instrument of friction, which is also called scratch or scrape. 

chacharita
It means trinkets, ordinary ornaments and low quality.  They can be handles or necklaces made with chaquiras or seeds.
 Colombia also call a mountain pig chitre, so chacharita can be a small calf of a mountain pig.

chacharitas
Chacaritas is the plural of chacarita.  In Colombia we say chacarita to a small wound.  Chacarita is the name of a
neighborhood of Maipu in Argentina and has its football team.  Chacaritas say inhabitants of this neighborhood and the
fans of that team.  Chacarita is diminutive of farm, which is a quechua word which means farm, quinta, farm, farm.

chachay
In Ecuador and southern Colombia means long cold.  It is freezing.  It is a word of quechua origin.

chache
It has several uses.  It may be a brother, older brother.  Also uncle (brother of one of the parents).  Also used to tell me,
am I (del chache).  In Colombia the chacho, means the best, the ACE, the champion.

chacho
It means the best, the hardest, the most handsome, the bravest.  Protagonist of the film .  Boy , hero . 

chaclaky
In the Region of La Mojana in Colombia it means inept, mediocre, chambón.   That does the jobs badly or incompletely. 

chaclla
It was a Peruvian ethnic group that came from the upper rimac river basin.  They were allies of the Incas.  It is also the
name of a Peruvian population and a district.  They belong to the Province of Huarochirí, in the Department of Lima. 
The District is officially called San Antonio de Chaclla.  The word seems to mean proud, conceited in the ancient
Quechua.

chaco
Chaco is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chaco ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term



is Chaco.  It is the name of a province of Argentina, whose capital is resistance.  Element used as a weapon of defense
in martial arts, consisting of two wooden cylinders joined at their ends by a string.  Chacos.  In language quechua chaco
or chacu means hunting grounds.  the West of the Paraguay region.

chacolí
It's a word of Basque origin.  It is also possible to use chacoli or txacolí.  You mean white wine.  It can thus be called the
place where it is produced or the place where the white wine is consumed. 

chacolu
chacolu is incorrectly written and should be written as "Txakoli or chacolin." being its meaning:<br>It seems to me that
they want to ask for Chacolí. Chacolí ( txakoli in Basque ) It is a typically white wine produced in regions of the Basque
country, Cantabria and Burgos.

chacona
Type of Spanish folk dance of the XVI century .  It was also named Ciaccona.  Also called the songs of that same
rhythm, at that time.

chaconina
It is an alkaloid and toxic substance found in some solanaceae and especially in green tubers such as potatoes. 
Together with solanine are substances that naturally produce the plant to protect itself from insects and fungi.  It is
believed that it can cure cancer. 

chaconinas
Plural of chaconina .  They are substances, of the chaconine family, which occur naturally in solanaceae plants.  They
have the property of being toxic and has the function of being insecticides, nematicides and fungicides, which allows
these plants to protect themselves from these pests (insects, nematodes and fungi). 

chacota
Especially in the region of Santander in Colombia, it means hustle, bustle, noise, scandal, riot.  crying, bullaranga, bulla.

chacoteo
It means noise, bustle, revelry.  Bulla that performs a group of people who have fun. 

chacón
In Colombia and Venezuela it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Filipino reptile, resembling a medium-sized
lizard.

chacra
Finca rural small equipped housing.  Finquita farm, farmhouse, farmhouse.

chacrita
You mean small FICA, villa, small farm, Granjita.  Diminutive of Chacras.

chacuaco



Chacuaco is the name given to the long chimney of a sugar mill or any kind of factory.  Kind of elongated vulture.  It is
also called chacuaco or chocuaco to a bird of the ardeidae family, also known as heron beak edify or arapapa.  Its
scientific name is Cochlearius cochlearius and can be found in wetland areas between Mexico and Argentina.  It is also
called in Veracruz (Mexico) chacuaco, a tree, also known as aguacatillo, ahuacatillo, stranding stick or skunk.  Its
scientific name is Cestrum tomentosum of the family Solanaceae .

chacualal
Chacualal is the same as totumo. A Chacual is a cup made with peel of fruit of totumo. Gourd is called. The scientific
name of the tree of totumo is Crescentia cujete is an Bignoniaceae. In Central America they also say gourd. In
Venezuela they say taparo, gourd, or taparito. In Colombia there is a place called Chacualal or Totumo in the
Department of Antioquia.

chacurú
It is one of the common names of a bird in the southern part of South America.  He is also known as Juan bobo, buco,
mustachio, nun or monjita.  belongs to the family Bucconidae.

chador
In Iran, it is a feminine garment, which is used to cover the head and only allows you to see part of the face.

chaetophractus villosus
It is the scientific name of the big quirquincho, hairy tatú or hairy armadillo.  It's a type of armadillo that lives in the
Southern Cone of South America.  It is found mostly in Argentina.  The scientific name is made up of the genus name
Chaetophractus, which means thick or fortified hair and the epithet villosus which means abundant, hairy hair. 
Hard-haired hairy armadillo.

chafallada
It is a word of Galician origin and means disaster, calamity, catastrophe, very poorly crafted or poorly done.  Trapallade
is also used.  Childish algarabía or uproar, bustle. 

chafardera
It means that you like gossip, gossip, calumniadora, lenguilarga.  A person who likes to take, cizañar, intriguing.

chafarote
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling a soldier of high rank and with academic limitations.  Gorilla.  Military gross. 
High character, look strong but ignorant.  Fat, loose and ignorant.

chafei
It is the name of the first Muslim Orthodox rite, also called the rite of authority or rite to impose authority.  It is named
after its inventor, Allah Ibn Idris Chafei.

chafirete
You can be an ordinary bus driver or a person who charges the tickets in an irregular transportation, assistant.  It is a
degrading and derogatory term.  Busetero .

chafirro



tool used to cut the weeds.  In Central America it means machete, comb, curl, very big knife.  Charrasco.

chaflaneado
It means trimmed, lowered, padded.  It is a term used in Architecture and refers to a type of construction in which
chamfers are made.  reduction of the angularity of a solid body. 

chag
It is the Christian Health Association of Ghana 40 English acronym; Christian Health Association of Ghana ). Chag is
Jewish holiday in Hebrew, the plural is chagim.

chaga
It can mean sore or ulcer (Asturian).  It is the name of a town in Peru, which belongs to the Department of Huánuco.  It is
also the common name of a mushroom of medicinal uses.  Its scientific name is Inonotus obliquus.  It is popularly known
as "coal nose" : It belongs to the family Hymenochaetaceae.  Chaga, is also the name of an aboriginal and ancient
people of Tanzania, who live near the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro. 

chagalapoli
It is one of the common names in Mexico of a plant popularly known as sour capulín or tropical capulín.  It is also called
wild grape.  It is widely used in Veracruz, to make ice cream, liquors and soft drinks.  Its scientific name is Ardisia
compressa and it belongs to the family Myrsinaceae. 

chaginiar
It is to dress well, for young people. In Colombia say the boys be titino, put the strand. Be elegant. Brand new.

chago
It is the name of an Andean tuber cultivated by the Incas and almost unknown.  Its scientific name is Mirabilis expansa
and belongs to the family Nyctaginaceae.  It is also called miso, pegapega or taso in Ecuador and in Peru is called in
addition to chago, arricon, cassava inca, cushipy chaco.  In Bolivia it is called mauka.  It grows to heights above 2500
meters.  It looks like the arracacha.

chagra
It means garden, small plot, smallholding, finquita, farm, farm, field, conuco.  By rural extension, farmer, smallholder.

chagua
It was part of a farewell song by Italian soldiers going to war.  I was starting with Adela Ciao.  .  .  .  . Adela Ciao.  Later
mixed with the International became an anthem of the Communists.  Many years ago, it also adapted as a battle anthem
for anti-Ooqueña selections of all kinds.  In the Department of Cundinamarca and in certain neighborhoods of Bogotá, it
means footwear, shoe, from there are also derived the words of muisca origin chagualo or tagua - taguazo (which mean
the same).  In Colombia it is a surname of Chibcha origin and Peru another of Quechua origin.  In Peru it means milker,
the one who squeezes.

chaguales
In Colombia, the chaguals are old and almost broken shoes.

chagualon



chagualon is incorrectly written, and should be written as Chagualon.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
chagualon.  In Colombia chagualon is a large wound a large scar.  It is also a common name given to the tree of
incense, also known as cúcharo, chagualo or gaque ( Clusia multiflora family Clusiaseae ).

chagualos
In the neighborhoods of bogotanas means shoes, shoes, especially if they are old.  They also call them clogs or
chocatos.

chai
In the Departments of Tolima and Huila, in Colombia it is an expression, which denotes disgust, annoyance. 
Unpleasant. 

chaira
It is an implement that is used to sharpen knives and similar elements. 

chairo
It can also be a type of soup or cooked vegetables and meats, typical of the Andean area.

chaise-longue
It is a word of the French language, which literally means long chair, but which can be translated as a sofa and also as a
divan (allows to lift the legs to whoever uses it).  In Spanish you can say cheson. 

chaja
He is the person who is dedicated to alerting the wrongdoers of the presence of the policemen.  Alert , watchdog .  It is a
word used in the region of La Plata.  In Colombia they are called bell ringers. 

chajazo
It means machetazo.  Wound or scar very long, caused with a machete.  Peinillazo.

chajá
It is one of the common names of a bird related to ducks and geese.  Another name is capcarcaré.  Its scientific name is
Chauna torquata and belongs to the family Anhimidae.  It is typical of South America.  The word in Guarani, you mean
let's go. 

chajás
Plural of chajá .  You can refer to two different things.  One is an anseriform bird of great size from Central and South
America.  its scientific name is Chauna torquata from the family Anhimidae.  It is also a name for a dessert or sweet
cake typical of Uruguayan gastronomy. 

chak wuaj
They are terms of Mayan origin used in Yucatan to determine a typical Tamale of them.  Also called Vaporcito.

chakah
It is the name given in Mexico to the stem of the inflorescence of the maguey.  Also say you quiote, copalito, meyolote,



mezcal, piocha, chaca, chacaj chacah.  Mexicans tend to consume it as it candy, cook it with sugar or brown sugar.

chakay
In Mapuche language it means yellow, (color), hawthorn (a plant).  Chacay is also used.  It is one of the common names
of a plant also known as hawthorn.  Its ceinthyphic name is Discaria trinervis and it belongs to the family Rhamnaceae. 
It is considered an actinoric plant or nitrogen fixer in the soil.  

chaká
It is one of the names given in the Caribbean to a tree in the Mayan language.  Its scientific name is Bursera simaruba ,
which belongs to the family Burseraceae.  It has many other common names, among others: mulatto, naked Indian,
chacaj, carate, tartan, jiote, jiñocuabo, encuero, cachibú, almácigo. 

chaki
It is a word of the Quechua language that means foot, leg, limb.  In Bolivia it means guava, hangover, discomfort that
occurs the day after having drunk too much. 

chaki siki
It's two words from the Quechua language.  Chaki means foot or paw and siki, means buttock.  The two joined would
mean buttock leg or lower buttock : Coxis , which in Quechua is called Siki tullu or siki sucks tullu .  Siki ukutu means
anus.

chakra
According to Hinduism, they are each of the energy centers that are scattered in the human body and that are
immeasurable ( cannot be measured or quantified ).  In Sanskrit language means circle, aura, aura, disco.  wheel. 
According to the followers of Gnosticism and the new era are seven chakras.

chaky
Chaky or Shaky ( Shaki). are apocopes with which Shakira, the Colombian singer, is familiarly called.  The word chaki or
chaky in Quechua language means foot, paw.

chal
The Colombia is a kind of wrap that women use to cover the head or hair.

chalaco
It is one of the common names given in Peru to a fish.  It is also known as sleepy, puyeque, puyeki, porroco or sleeper. 
It is a coastal fish of the Pacific Ocean from California Peru.  Its scientific name is Dormitator latifrons and belongs to the
family Eleotridae.  It is also a gentility nickname of the inhabitants of the Callao region in Peru.

chalamilero
Chalamilero, means he sells old things or junk.  It is also used in Central America chamarilero and charamilero, with the
same meaning.  Trebejero.

chalarse
It is a word very colloquial as saying " ran the shingle " " ran you 34 shampoo;  It means allocate is upsetting you, crazy
is, whistle is.



chalán
In Colombia it is a way to call a person who rides a horse with a lot of style.  Rider, knight, horseman.  It is also the
name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the department of Sucre. 

chalchal
In the la Plata region of South America is the name of a shrubby plant, which is also known as cocú.  It is of the family
Sapindaceae and produces edible fruits especially by birds.  Its scientific name is Allophylus edulis. 

chalchalero
In Argentina it is the name of a melodious singing bird.  It is also known as Anargent thrush or sabiá.  Its scientific name
is Turdus amaurochalinus and belongs to the Turdidae family.  It is found in almost all of South America.

chaleco
In Colombia, is a bag or jacket without sleeves.  Usually it is quilted, although there are also only cloth or satin vests. 
The expression "put vest" means teasing, tired, annoy, bother.

chales
Plural of shawl.  Colombia is a kind of mantle or pañolón that women use to cover their hair or head.

chalicotherium
It means pebble beast.  Its name is due to the appearance of its molars.  It was a prehistoric mammal that lived in the
Oligocene.  He was a ramonador.

chalina
It is a garment or accessory, similar to a tie, scarf or thin shawl.  It can be used by men and women. 

chalipa
In Persian language means cross.  It is a panel for the calligraphy in Persian language (Nastaliq).  Usually there are 4
diagonal hemistichs of a poem.  Kind of picture or poster.

chalitos
Dressing of the tacos and tortillas, consisting of small pieces of chicaharron.  Chicahrron party or marinated.   The name
comes from the word Nahuatl Xalli which means sand, sand, sand-like.

chalo
In Colombia it is the loving way to call someone named Gonzalo.  It can also mean crazy, crazy. 

chalota
It means Chinese onion variety.  It is also called a cast, charlotte, shallot or escaloña.  Its scientific name is Allium
ascalonicum and belongs to the family Amaryllidaceae.

chalote
It is a type of plant used as a condiment and is similar to onion.  Scalton, shallot, charlotte.  Its scientific name is Allium
ascalonicum and it belongs to the Amaryllidaceae family. 



chalum
It is another of the multiple names given in Mexico to the Guama tree Guamo ( Inga spp..  or Inga edulis in the family
Fabaceae ).  Other common names are: Sinicuil.  Jinicuile, Cajinicuile, Aguatopees.

chalupa
In Colombia we say launch a boat about 15 feet long with wooden hull or fibreglass and with outboard motor.  Your
driver called Chalupero.  They navigate almost all Colombian rivers.

chama
In Venezuela means girl, girl, girl, young girl, teen.  Female chamo.  In Bolivia you mean person of bad taste.  In
Argentina it means drug, narcotic, marijuana.  It is the name of a river in Venezuela and another in the United States. 
Name of a U.S. people in the State of New Mexico.  It is also the name of an African people, in Zambia.

chamaeza
You want to say "which lives in the soil".  It is a word of Greek origin.  It is the name of a genus of small birds in the
Formicariidae family.  They are known as antthrushes, formicarios, chululues or terns nests.

chamagoso
It is used as an adjective in Mexico.  It means ragged, dirty, slobby, filthy, filthy, ragged, scruffy, smelly.

chamamé
It is the name of a typical dance of Northern Argentina (Corrientes).  Name of a musical air of Guarani origin.  The word
in Guarani means "any thing". 

chamaquito
In Mexico small child .  Muchachito , boy , little boy .  Diminutive of chamaco . 

chamarra
It is a thick garment that protects from the cold.  Jacket.

chamarri
It is a name of male used in United States and in the India. Chamarri Conner is a football player and Chamarri Atapattu
is a cricketer Skry Lanka.

chamartín
It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Ávila.  Residential area, of boutiques and elegant bistros, in
the surroundings of the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium, in Madrid.  Old name of the Real Madrid Stadium. 

chamán
He is usually a sorcerer or sorcerer from an indigenous tribe.  Person who knows of traditional medicine in a tribe.  Also
apart from healing, he is considered a fortune teller and he can communicate with spirits.  Medicine man. 

chamba
The Colombia has several meanings.  Work that made the workers with Pike and shovel, represented in a ditch, gutter,



fence, trench, channel, Groove or excavation.  It is also a way of referring to work, work, work, activity, employment,
occupation.   Chamba is the name of a town in the Department of Tolima in Colombia, very famous for its handicrafts in
mud.

chambarete
It is a cut of beef that corresponds to one end of the leg, almost next to the leg.  In Spain they say morcillo.  Cut into
thick slices becomes Ossobuco.  Usually it is prepared cooked.  Knuckle.  He is designated so also in the case of pork,
lamb and veal.  It is gelatinous.

chambear
It is the action of performing a job or a task, to make a trade or a profession.  It means work, work, camellar, function,
styling, produce, manufacture, carving, mold, elaborate.

chambergo
Type of hat with a wide and flexible brim, which is raised on one side and adjusted with a clam or ornament to the cup. 
Its cup is low.  Type of long jacket as a jacket.  Silver coin used in Catalonia. 

chambira
In Colombia, it is the common name of a palm tree.  It is widely used by indigenous people in handicrafts and also has
medicinal uses.  It is also called cumare or cumare palm.  Its scientific name is Astrocaryum chambira and belongs to
the family Arecaceae .

chamboaca
In the popular proverb of Nicaragua Figure " As chamboaca: to eat as I chancho, sleep like boa and it crap like cow "
refers to gobbling and lazy, people who have only task to defecate. Useless person.

chambonada
In Colombia it is a very poorly executed work.  Work carried out by the chambón .  Adefesio , esperpento , desacierto . 

chambonear
In Colombia chambonear is doing something very rustic and without technique, very poor quality work.  Do
chambonadas, APE, crude, animal things.  Work of the chambon.  Work of inept, clumsy, awkward, Tinker, careless.

chamborota
It is the name given in Ecuador to the white pepper. Chamborota there is also a large nose. Aquiline nose. Jaguar.
Narizota.

chambón
A person who performs the work medically.  They do jobs in a bad way.  That makes jokes. 

chambrana
In Colombia and especially in the Coffee Axis, it is a way to call the railings, railings or railings that protect the edges of a
corridor, a roof terrace, a balcony or staircase.  Protective barrier, usually made with vertical slats and handrails.  You
can also call it that balusters or backs of a wooden chair.  It's a word of French origin. 



chambrin
Chambrin or Chambrina, is a colloquial term which Nicaraguans call the young gigolos or cocacolos, lower-class, that
use striking clothing and are made at the entrances of nightclubs to ask that they invite them to dance and take. Usually
like the Reggeaton.

chambul
It is more appropriate to use chambú.  It is a word of Caribbean origin that means scream, scream.  Very loud voice. 
Crying, shrieking. 

chamigo
Chamigo means intimate friend or close is used in Paraguay and Argentina, and is the result of joining the words che
and friend. Em Venezuela used it some people and say that it is the mixture of chamo and friend and means the same
thing.

chaminera
It is a word in catalan which means fireplace.  Duct or system used for ejecting hot gases, vapours or fumes of boilers,
stoves or ovens, in order to disperse them in the atmosphere.

chamir
It is the surname of a scholar, writer and Armenian philanthropist of the 18th century, named Eleazar Chamir.  He lived
in Madras and founded a hospital, a school and set up a printing press.  Chamir is used as a female or male name. 
Variant Shamir.

chamita
It is a word used in Venezuela to designate a girl, nina.  young girl.  girl.

chamito
In Venezuela it means child.  Diminutive of chamo, which means boy, boy. 

chamiza
In Colombia dry branch devoid of leaves. 

chamizo
It means dry branch, dry Bush by drought in Colombia.  Deciduous tree that is clean of leaves.  Without leaves, dry
leaves, sparse.

chamizos
Plural of chamizo .  Dry branches .  Dry bush .  House made with branches.  referred to the kind of miscegenation, are
the children product of the union of a castizo with a mestizo. 

chamí emberá chamí
It means embera de la Cordillera village, people from the mountain range.  It is the name of an indigenous Colombian
people of the Emberá family (people), which is based in the Department of Risaralda. 



chamí, emberá chamí
They are names with which an indigenous Colombian ethnic group is known.  They are located in the departments of
Risaralda and Chocó.  The terms in their own language mean mountain people. 

chamorra
In southern Colombia and Ecuador it is a thick garment.  Jacket, sack, coat.  Sacón . 

chamorro
Chamorro is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chamorro ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>In
Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin, name of several Nicaraguan politicians.  Chamorro or chamorru is the name of
a language spoken in the Mariana Islands, Guam and some other islands in Oceania.  Indigenous people of the Mariana
Islands.  It is also a way to call the common wheat, wheat flour or wheat bread ( Triticum aestivum or Trtiticum vulgare ).
 Chamorro is also the name of a town in Puerto Rico.

chamostar
In video games is a character eating stars, also called Blaze ( Glow )

chamoyada
It is a refreshing fruit drink prepared in Mexico, which adds chamoy, El Chamoy is a typical Mexican condiment made
with dried fruit, salt, sugar, chile and water.  It has an appearance of honey, syrup or sauce.

chamón
It is one of the common names of a bird in Colombia.  It is also known as black thy thy, black thy thy, parasitic chamon,
gamusino or blackbird.  Other common names are mulatto , mariamulata , Josmary , chupín .  Its scientific name is
Molothrus bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It practices laying parasitism, so it lays its eggs in other
people's nests and its young are fed by birds of other species.  It is also called chamón in some parts the aní or
garrapatero.  Its scientific name is Crotophaga ani t is from the family Cuculidae. 

champa
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Chocó and Urabá region, it's small boat, canoe, raft and canoe.

champar
It means to enrolr, to throw in face, to bring out a favor done to another in an inopportune way.  Also say something
unpleasant or impertinent to another person. 

champeado
It is an inflection of champear.  It means repair or fix the grass or turf of a sports field, with pictures of grass from other
sides.  Reparchar the lawn or grass.

champeta
Name of a musical genre and a dance of Afro-descendants of Cartagena de Indias.

champetero
In Colombia and especially in Cartagena de Indias is the denomination that receive the composers, singers, performers
and followers of the champeta, a musical genre and a dance of Afro-descendants, very popularized.



champetuo
In Cartagena you mean problematic Warrior, quarrelsome, contentious, quarrelsome.

champón
It is the name of a typical dish of Nagasaki in Japan.  It is very similar to a noodle soup.  It is usually made with fried
pork, mollusks and different kinds of vegetables.  The broth is made from chicken and pork bones.  It is influenced by
Chinese cuisine.  It is also called a chimpon. 

champsosaurus
It means crocodile lizard.  It was a kind of prehistoric reptile that existed in North America and Europe in the Late
Cretaceous.  They looked a lot like the current gharials.

champurrada
It is the name of a sweet bread, biscuit or biscuit in Guatemala.  Product of the Guatemalan bakery and pastries.  In
Mexico they call champagne to a plate of atole, made with crushed corn.  It is typical of the state of Guerrero.

champurria
It is a Chileanism, means mixed, mixed, which is not pure (referred to that it is not totally indigenous or better yet
mapuche).  According to context, it can be taken as an insult. 

champú
It is the Spanishization of the English word shampoo.  It means liquid soap used for cleaning and beautifying hair.  In
Chile, it is a weed extract that dissolves in water and is used to wash hair.

chamuco
chamuco is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chamuco.  being its meaning:<br>It means demon, Devil,
Lucifer, Satan, Satan, Bel, Beelzebub, Mephistopheles.  It is a term that is used in Costa Rica and part of Panama.

chamula
Name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Chiapas.  Its full name is San Juan de Chamula.  The term chamula is
also used.  as a name for all the natives, almost all indigenous of Mayan ancestry, of the Sierra de Chiapas. 

chamuscado
In Colombia it means that by exposure to fire his hair or hairs were burned.  Operation by which the bristles or hairs are
removed to a pig after slaughter.  It consists of putting it lightly on the fire and then scraping the skin with a sharp knife. 
Chamuscar inflection.

chamuyero
In Argentina means liar, liar, phony, mimeaman.

chamuzcado
The correct term is scorched, with s.  It's a chamuscar inflection.  It means burned superficially by fire.  Slightly scorching
or burned by fire or sun.  Colloquially, it means enviced, vicious, passionate, affected by a passion or a vice. 



chan
It is one of the common names of a plant in the family Lamiaceae, much like the chia with which it is frequently
confused.  Its scientific name is Hyptis suaveolens.  In Cuba it is called oregano maroon and in the Eastern Plains of
Colombia and in Venezuela it is called mastranzo, mastranto or mentastro de sabana.  It has medicinal uses and as a
natural insecticide.  Name in China of a sect of Messian Buddhism (Zen in Japanese).

chana
You want to tell people, sordid.  It is synonymous with mob, mob, gentualla, peat, vulgar, rabble, caterba.

chanaleta
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to the flatfish Selene spp., Carangidae family.  Also say you hunchback,
chabelita, flip-flops, old toston, Sunfish, chancleta.

chaná
Indigenous tribe that inhabited the banks of the Uruguay River and the Negro River basin in Uruguay.  Language they
spoke.  belonged to the Charrúa family.

chanca
Name of a Peruvian aboriginal people, who inhabited the current provinces of Ayacucho, Apurímac and Huancavelica,
until the arrival of the conquistadors.  Chanka can also be used.  They were divided into Hanan (from above) and Unín
(from below), according to their distribution in the mountain range.  It was also called Parko village. 

chancacadas
The chancacadas, also called chancacudas, are a few Mexican masses that are prepared with corn, sugar and cheese. 
Corn gorditas.

chancadas
Plural of flip flop.  In Chile it means chambonadas, poorly executed or poorly crafted things.  In Ecuador it means
beatings,, mistreatment. 

chancaquilla
It is the name given in Mexico to a sweet prepared with pumpkin, honey, brown sugar, cinnamon and anise seeds.

chance
In Colombia is synonymous with opportunity, luck, chance, chance and circumstance.  It is also the name of a game of
chance, which is based on the winning numbers of the lottery.

chancearse
In Colombia he means teasing, mock, mock, laugh.

chanchada
In Colombia it is the same as marranada.  It is a low or petty action that severely affects another person.  Baseness.

chanchadas



Shares of a pig or pig.  Marranadas, embarradas, gross errors or garrafales.  Poorly executed works or things that are
said without thinking.  Barbarities.

chanchamitos
They are the same chanchames or chanchan.  Corn balls are stuffed with meat.  Stuffed corn tortillas, tamales made on
griddle.  They are typical Mexican food, the terminology of this dish is of Mayan origin.

chanchan
In Quechua language it means "bright sun".  It is the name of an ancient and large pre-Columbian city that hit northern
Peru.  It was built in adobe by the indigenous Chimú in what is now metropolitan area of the city of Trujillo.  It is located
on land of today's Huancayo and Trujillo Districts.  Former capital of Chimor kingdom.  Name of a song by Cuban
composer and performer Compay Segundo (Maxima Francisco Repilado Muñoz).

chanchayote
The most used term is Chinchayote, but in Mexico City also say Chanchayote.   It is the root or tuber of Chayote (
Sechium edule of the family Cucurbitaceae ) which receives between other names the Guatila, Chayotera, Echinta,
Coeza, cook or Patastilla.

chanchira
Dress ripped or in shreds.  It means fabric strip, patch, ripped fabric, raging, raging, squeaking.  Clothes with many
shreds.  To the person who wears torn or tattered fabrics we also call them chanchirientas.

chanchito
It is an offspring of bristle.  Little marranito, peeped.  Diminutive of pig.

chancho de monte
It is the same mountain pig.   It is one of the common names given to the collared peccary or rosillo peccary.  It is also
called white-lipped peccary, white-lipped tatabro.  Its scientific name is Tayassu pecari and it belongs to the family
Tayassuidae. 

chanchullo
In Colombia it is used to designate the crimes of embezzlement and misappropriation of public funds.  It is synonymous
with fraud, trap, maneuver, ruse, tangle, manipulation, ruse.

chancla
It is the singular of flip-flops.  In Colombia is another way of calling the flip flops, skids, slippers, slippers or sandals. 
They are very simple and home-made footwear.  Chancleta apocope.

chanclas
In Colombia it is a very simple type of footwear.  It is also called draggers, flip-flops and even quotes. 

chancleta
In Colombia chancleta is a kind of footwear very simple and inexpensive, formed only by the zuela and a band of the
same material that covers the fingers and even the medium instep.  Also we call them flip-flops, skids, sandals and even
slippers ( although the latter now only serve to be called a kind of flip flops that van covered with foam and fabric to



protect from the cold ).  They are usually of leather or plastic.  Until some time ago it was a weapon of moms, to correct
children.

chancletas
In Colombia flip flops is the same as skids or flip-flops. They are a shoe leather or rubber rather simple consisting of a
flat base and a tape which allows inserting the foot. Flip-flops.

chancon
The correct term is chanson.  Mean scholar, judicious in their studies, applied, nerd.

chanda
In Colombia is the characteristic bad smell of dogs, especially when they have wet hair.  Colloquial and pejorative way of
naming a dog (gozque or chandoso).  It's also a way to call the evil scabies of dogs.   It is common to say that something
is a chanda when it is of poor quality, ordinary, poorly crafted, strong or ugly.

chandosa
In Colombia it is a pejorative way of referring to a bit dog.  Biter with scabies, sloppy bitge or street biter.  Bitch gozque
or without pedrigrí .  Biter who suffers from chanda or bad smell. 

chandoso
In Colombia it is a pejorative way to refer to a dog.  Dog with scabies, sloppy dog or stray dog.  Dog enjoy or without
peedrig.  Dog that suffers from chanda or bad smell.

chandrío
It is a word used in Spain, mostly in Navarre.  It means disaster, giant battering, large damage, noticeable damage,
blight, break, chaos, ruin.

chanducata
It is the name of a stew prepared with meat from beef, cilantro, chile, tomato and Mint.  It is thick with toqueras.  It is p '
urhépecha in Mexico.

chanela
Type of footwear simple and without heel.  Usually only used inside the house,.  Chancla.

chanfa
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of referring to work, it is the same as using the term camel. 

chanfaina
In Colombia is a very exquisite dish, prepared with blood and viscera kid or lamb.  Fricassee.  It is very typical of
Santander, but it became popular in much of the country.

chanfle
Curve that he catches a ball into the air when it boots with effect.



changa
It's one of the ways to call some black-feathered birds.  You can also call tordos, black tordos, Caribbean tordos,
quiscales, clarinets.  They belong to the family Icteridae and are of the genus Quiscalus.

changaos
It means broken, broken, damaged.  deteriorated, shattered, matched, broken.  Changados. 

change
It's an English language word meaning change. 

chango
In Mexico and Central America stands for monkey, APE, primate, mico.  In several countries it is also synonymous with
pre-teens, adolescents, which is located in the intermediate stage between childhood and youth, is used in colloquial 40
way; Argentina, Bolivia, Mexico, Chile, )  With tilde ( Chango ) It was the name of a King in the city of Oyo.  It is the
name in the Yoruba language of the orisha of lightning, Thunder, fire and justice.  In Cuban santeria, syncretized with
San Marcos and Santa Barbara.

changones
Changones is the plural of changon. A changon is a firearm, usually a shotgun that has been tweaked a little cannon
and removed him totally or partially the cylinder head. They are used rather than all by security guards, because they do
not require to shoot at long distance, because this is one of the limitations of these weapons, have less far-reaching. In
Colombia also say changon a stirring spell without much technique. In Mexico they say changon a large Chango.
Chango in Mexico is a monkey, a monkey, a monkey. Youngster among child and youth or teen.

changón
In Colombia it is a type of short heavy gun firearm.  It's also a spell revolver.

changua
It is typical breakfast of the interior in Colombia.  It is milk boiled with cilantro, onion, salt and eggs.  It can throw toast,
draught, almojabana or even bread.  Also you can add cheese.  It is very simple and quick to prepare.  It is part of the
Colombian cuisine.  It is taken as breakfast.  We also say changua or changuita, a person of bad references, antisocial,
criminal, thug, villain.  It is very bad.

changuito
In Mexico it is diminutive of chango means monkey, monkey or very agile person.  Monito, mylittle.  In Ecuador it means
very good or very agile.

changunga
It is one of the many common names receiving tree Byrsonima crassifolia in the Malpighiaceae family.  Its fruits are
edible and used as ornamental species.  It is typical of Tropical America and received among others the following
common names: Chaparro, manteco, fags, peralija, tapal, yoco, crabo, cimarron, nanci, nance, indan, nanche, white
nance, nancite, nancito.

changüí
On some Caribbean islands it is a type of popular dance (Puerto Rico, Cuba).  It is also a way to call the advantage that
is given in some games or sports to novices or beginners. 



chanin
In the Mayan language it means fast, hurry up, more in a hurry.  In Quechua it means cost, value, price.  It can also
mean quite, right or true (chanin kay is ethical, moral).  This term is also used as a name that can be of name or woman
and has variants Channin, Shanin or Channing. 

channa
It is the name of a genus of the family of SNAKEHEAD fish.  They are freshwater and are known as SNAKEHEAD fish.

chanquilon
CHANQUILON is incorrectly written, and should be written as "chanquilon" as meaning:<br>Person who uses very
unsightly shoes, damaged, cracked or without Polish. In Colombia to this kind of shoes we say chagualos.

chanquilon
Chanquilon is also the name of an intermittent reservoir Durango, Mexico. Nickname of a famous Mexican baseball
player, called Jesus " Chanquilon " Diaz.

chanta
In Colombia is turning lead or lead it.  I mean please, wear, dressing, use, use.

chantear
It means trying to sing fast and to the rhythm of the music (it is actually talking with sonnet, because of musical very
little). 

chanté
In Colombia is a chantar is tipping.  It means use, use, register, please, dress.  It also means paste, to deliver a
knockout blow.

chantin
In Panama means house, home, abode, home.  Place where you live regularly.  Hut.  It is an Anglicism, by shanty
(chabola or witch house).

chanto
In Colombia inflection of flip flare .  It means to wear, use, use, display, show, dress.

chantó
In Colombia is an inflection of Dr.  Means use, use, place, put, dress.  It also means paste, give a hit, hit.  Plant.

chantu
It is a type of fabric with a flat and satin finish.  Shantu or shantung.  Its satin is soft and shiny.  Flat, soft and satin fabric.

chanza
In Colombia means story, joke, charade, gracejo, joke.  It also means wit, imagination.  Unforeseen jocular appointment
or witty act to solve an unforeseen event.  Hair-taking, heavy joke.



chañares
They are forests in which a tree predominates in Chile and Argentina, which is called chañar.  This tree also receives
other names such as lucuma.  Its scientific name is Lucuma spinoza and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is also
scientifically called Geoffroea decorticans by Moussy or Gourliea chilensis by Clos (synimias).  It is frost resistant and
has some medicinal uses.

chapa
In Colombia sheet is a sheet, plate, or small thin piece of metal.  It is also another name given to the tops of bottled soft
drinks.  Plate or metal logo that identifies police officers.  Buckle strap or belt.  Reddish patch that comes out on the
cheek, Reverend.  Bolt of a door.

chapadillo
It is a method of preservation of meats and especially fish, which consists of opening it in thin slices, salting it and
placing it to aerate or dry in the sun.  Meat curing, salting and drying of meats.  Chapada.  This is also called dishes that
are prepared with sun-cured meats or salted meats (salted meats, dried meats).

chapalapachala
It is an expression of anger or surprise used in Chile.

chapalear
In Colombia it is stirring the water with hands and feet when swimming, producing splashes of water.  Move feet and
arms into the water.

chapaneco
It is a term used in Mexico and means chaparro (short stature), chubby (fat, obese, robust).  I also think you can ask for
chiapaneco.  It means a municipality, resident or related to the state of Chiapas, in Mexico.

chapare mammarenavirus
It is the scientific name for a virus in the Arenavirus family, discovered in Bolivia and which produces a hemorrhagic
fever.  It can be transmitted from person to person and can be fatal.  Chapare is the name of a municipality, an area and
a province in Bolivia, as well as a river in the same region.  They belong to the Department of Cochabamba. 
Mammarenavirus means Mammalian Arenavirus ( or primates), because of its biological genus which is Mammalia . 

chaparral
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia, land where chaparro trees abound.  Biome that is characterized by shrub and woody
vegetation, flat ground (savanna), with extremely dry summers and very intense winters.  In Colombia it is the name of a
municipality of the Department of Tolima.  Name of two Spanish locations: one in the Province of Córdoba and one in
the Province of Toledo.  Name of a locality in the Rstado of New Mexico , United States .  Name of a small river in the
Province of Badajoz in Spain.

chaparreta
Punishment moderate, soft or delicate to a minor who are reproved.  Spanking, slapping, nalgazo, azotillo and azotito.

chaparro
Name of a village in Venezuela, in the State of Anzoátegui.  The word chaparro is used to designate a person of short
stature.  Chaparro is also one of the common names of several tree species.  In Mexico they call the yoco, marushi,



nanci, nance, indano, nanche (scientific name Byrsonima crassifolia, family Malpighiaceae).  At the waters, ayolin,
ayorna, ayorno, common beech ( Fagus sylvatica of the family Fagaceae).  Aboles of the genus Ilex, of the family
Aquifoliaceae, known as holly.  It is also called chaparro to trees of the genus Juniperus, in the family Cupressaceae,
known as junipers or cypresses.

chaparrón
Colombia is a very strong downpour but short-lived.  Short and torrential rain.  Downpour.

chapata
It is a kind of Italian bakery white bread.  It also receives the name of Ciabatta.  It was invented by Arnaldo Cavallari and
its ingredients are wheat flour white, olive oil, yeast, salt and water.

chapati
The correct term is chapati, with tilde.  It is the name given to a dough of wheat flour, water and salt. 

chapel
It is a type of hat or bonnet that is used to cover the head.  Small cape, hood, chapel.  It is also an English word
meaning chapel. 

chapela
It means hat, beret, Cap, Cap, Cap, bonnet.

chaperno
It is one of the common names of a tree in the family Fabaceae.  It is found in Central America, Colombia, Venezuela,
and the Caribbean.  Its scientific name is Lonchocarpus heptaphyllus.  It is also called acacia, barbasco, jebe, acurutú,
aco, nazareno.  It usually has lilac or purple flowers.  In the genus Lonchocarpus there are more than 358 described
species of spear-shaped fruits.  It has toxic, but nitrogen-fixing roots in the soil. 

chaperona
It is the woman who is dedicated to caring for Queens in a reign.  Lady-in-waiting of the Queen.  Attachments.

chaperos
Plural of chapero .  A hustler is the person who makes or extracts veneers.  Chapeador.  A sheet metalury is a thin
sheet of metal.  In the Forestry Sciences, a sheet is a thin sheet of wood, which is opened by a machine called a veneer,
chapator or unwinder (basically it is like unrolling the wood, by using special blades).

chapeta
In Colombia it means drunk, drunk, intoxicated.  It also refers to the woman who has red or rosy cheeks.  Blushing.

chapete
In Colombia it was the pseudonym of one of the best cartoonists that ever existed.  His full name was Hernando
Turriago Riaño .  His vignettes had a high political content.  Chapete, is also a rag doll, usually short and plump,
resembling a rag ball.  It can also be the blush that women use to make up their cheeks.  In the center of Colombia
gable or chapeto, means drunk, drunk.  He's got red cheeks and nose.



chapetera
In Colombia means intoxication, drunkenness, jala, beodez, mona, dipsomania, alcohol, juma.  Effect of drink in
abundance.

chapeto
It is a colloquial way in Colombia mean half drunk, drunk, taken, Myhotcomments, lit.

chapetón
In Colombia was the name which referred to a Spanish enemy of the liberation cause of the American countries.  Also in
Colombia is synonymous with drunk, intoxicated, chapeto.

chapia
In Colombia the cheeks rosy color.  Red cheek.  It is one of the forms as in the Peru call the crested, uniform or click, a
bird common mu in the cities.  They also say planchin or pichuchanca.  In other countries it is called pirri,
foliage-Gleaner, Rufous-collared Sparrow, chingol or chincol.  Its scientific name is Zonotrichia capensis and belongs to
the Passarellidae family.

chapil
It is a fermented drink typical of the Department of Nariño in Colombia (mostly from its capital Pasto).  It is also called
boiled or guarapo (huarapo).  It is taken hot and has some liquor and pulp of different fruits such as lulo, passion fruit,
pineapple, blackberry.  At present, to prepare it faster, only the liquor is added to the fruit juice and boiled. 

chapita
Diminutive sheet metal.  In Colombia sheet metal is the same as buckle, part where the strap is adjusted.  In Venezuela
sheet metal, it is the same as cap.  Chapita is the name of a very fun game, similar in its rules to baseball.  It is played at
3 innings or innings, with soda or soda caps and batting is usually used a broomsp.  In Colombia the game is identical
but we call it a tap, or also Czech or Chequita.

chaple
It is a simple to use tool, it has a rectangular section.  It is also called chisel, formon or scoplo.  It is used a lot in joinery
and carpentry.  Punch, gubia, blade. 

chapo
It means short stature and a little chubby.  Chaparro.  In Ecuador it is a thick and sweet drink, such as a laundry, which
is made with machica and milk.  Nickname of a Mexican drug dealer.

chapodeo
It is an inflection of splashing. In Colombia, it means swimming without style, rudimentary swim of untrained. It also
refers to the noise causing the hands and feet in water or mud. We also say Chapaleo ( the verb used is splishing ).

chapol
In Colombia it is a way to call green crickets and green lobsters.  Grasshoppers, jumps, jumpers, green crickets,
lobsters, chapolas.  It is also a disrespectful and derogatory way to call police officers, because of the color of their
uniforms.  They are very voracious insects and consumers of foliage.  Its scientific name is Tettigonia viridissima and
belong to the family Tettigoniidae .



chapola
In Colombia we say chapola in a class of crickets that are medium in size and its wings are green.  Lobsters.  Lejeune in
Colombia are also ready to be transplanted the coffee seedlings.  Matica or coffee seedling.

chapolear
In Colombia, it has several different meanings.  One is to manipulate the Lejeune (mata of coffee seedlings).  It is
usually take them from the seedling to a bag or capacho and then when the transplant is done.   Also chapolear is
cutting weeds with a machete well flush, clean, desmatonar, desenrastrojar, desenmalezar, weed.  In some parts of
Colombia chapolear is to take chapoles (crickets).

chapoles
In Colombia it is a popular way to call crickets, grasshoppers or chapulines.  Way to call lobsters.  The term is widely
used in the Departments of Huila and Tolima.  It's also a colloquial way of calling cops that because of the color of their
uniforms.  I make it clear to John that the Saviba Indians adapted that word as their own because of acculturation.  You
can also say chapolas (chapola is the way to call a very small plant of coffee ready for transplant, coffee seedling).

chapopote
It may refer to crude oil or tar.  Very thick substance. 

chapotear
In Colombia it is making noise with water using the hands or feet.  It also said splishing.  Sprinkle the water of the
puddles with the feet.

chapó
It is a Gallicism, which has been adopted as an expression of admiration and respect.  It comes from the French word
Chapeau, which means hat and refers to the fact that a sign of admiration was to make the gesture of removing the hat
before another person as a sign of respect or admiration.  Variant of the pool game where it is about knocking down
some pins with the balls. 

chapucilla
It is a way of referring to a small arrangement or resane.  Minor work.  Short or small task or task.  Diminutive of botched
(work that does not require technique).  Poorly done work or poor finishes.  Work of the botched . 

chapulete
A chapulete is an insect that also receives the common names of dragonfly, damsel, Clipper, secapoza, horse of the
devil, mojaculo, helicopter.  It belongs to the order Odonata.  There are many species around the world (approximately
6000) and there are many families.  All are characterized by not be able to fold their wings over the abdomen.

chapurrao
In Spain, chapurreau, chapurriau, chapurreat or chapurreado, are ways to call the modified Catalan language spoken in
the Aragon Strip.  Western Catalan.  In Colombia chapurriao means modified, altered, tampered with, chiviado.

chapuza
It is a job with very poor finishes.  Work done without much technique and carelessness.  Piecework at rest time or
available.  In Colombia it is a very ordinary quality leather cardboard in which you can place weapons or some work tool.



chapuzones
In Colombia, it is the same as dives, dives, soaks, baths, jumps, splashes, spray.

chapuzón
In Colombia dive and fast in a pool.  Bathroom or shower fast.  Bath in running river waters, broken or lagoon.

chaqueño
It means that it comes from or belongs to the Chaco, a region that lies between Paraguay and Argentina. 

chaqueto
In Colombia it means drowsy, who is sleepy.  Let his eyes close.  By extension , tired, exhausted, surrendered .  In
Mexico means asleep, slow, stupid, gross.

chaqué
It is one of the names given to a nomadic or semi-nomadic people of Northern Colombia.  It is also called Yukpa village,
Chaqués, Macoitas and Irokas.  and in some periods they pass into Venezuelan territory, up to the Gulf of Maracaibo. 
Its largest settlement is in the Serranía de Perijá. 

chaqui
Name of an ancient Peruvian Aboriginal people.  In Bolivia it means dizzy, dull, even with guava or hangover.  The word
is of Quechua origin and means dry, dehydrated.  No moisture. 

chaquiña
It means in Ecuador path, trail, path.  Road or path that is traveled on foot.  Shortcut.  Section or route that is done on
foot.  It is a word of Quechua origin. 

chaquiñam
chaquinam is incorrectly written, and should be written as "El Chaquiñan" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is the
Chaquiñan or better still the Chaquiñan of of Cumbayá. It is a place near Quito in Ecuador, where it passes an earth or
trail for cyclists who goes from Cumbayá, Tumbaco passes and reaches Puembo, using the path of the old railway. In
Quechua means path, path of animals, I gauge. Caquinan. Chaqui is hoof, paw and Nan road, path.

chaquiñán
It is a word of Quechua origin that means path, road, path, sidewalk.  It can also mean shortcut, short stretch. 

chaquira
In Colombia is a bead, count, mustacilla or pepa (pepitas, balls) various types of materials that are used to make
necklaces and bracelets.

chaquiral
In Colombia, it means lot of beads.  Large amount of beads.  The beads are beads, beads, beads of different materials
to make necklaces or bracelets.  Also, chaquiral is a forest abounding is the chaquiro, which is one of the common
names of a tree, also called pine Romeron pine Hayuelo, Pacho pine.  Belongs to the family Podocarpaceae and its
scientific name is Retrophyllum rospigliosii (Podocarpus rospigliosii).  It is native to the Colombian Andes.  In Colombia
is a very protected and prohibited species.



chaquis
It is a quechua word which means dry, dehydrated, without moisture.  Plural of chaqui.  In the South of the Peru and
Bolivia means raw, surf, guayabo.

chara
In Guatemala it means lie, deception.  Also there is one of the common names of a beautiful bird with a black head and
blue body.  Its scientific name is Cyanocorax melanocyaneus and it belongs to the Corvidae family.  This bird is found in
several Central American countries and even in Colombia.  In Colombia it means barley soup (Department of Nariño).  It
can also mean riddle, riddle, charade.  In Venezuela it means home garden, small garden. 

charabasca
It is the name given to the branches that are cut to the olive tree.  Rammaje resulting from the olive groves.  It is also
called ramujo .  Ramujo, branching, ramazón.

charabon
It is valid charavon or charabon.  Juvenile rearing of the Rhea.  Rhea youth who start their sexual development.

charabón
It is valid charavon or chaarabón .  Juvenile breeding of ñandú.  Youthful andú that begins his sexual development.

charada
Story or joke causing hilarity.  In Colombia it is synonym of joke, joke, talk, joke, joke.

charagua
It means pumpkin or táparo that is used to load liquids.  The term is used in Colombia and Venezuela.  Bowl, totuma,
container, vessel.  It is also the name of a Bolivian city, in the Province of Cordillera and the Department of Santa Cruz. 
Name of a popular song of Chilean folklore. 

charalillas
It is the diminutive of charal. It is a very small fish, Chirostoma is the Zoological scientific name of a genus, with many
species of small fish commonly known as charales, playing almost exclusively on Mexico Lakes. Imitation is said
charalillas small and thin girls.

charalillo
It is a public employee with a very modest charge or very low range. Petty. Substantiating, skater.

charamila
In Central America it is a type of intoxicating drink made by mixing alcohol and water.  It is very harmful to health.  In
Colombia it is known as pipo. 

charamusca
In Colombia Charamusca is an herb that has many thorns.  Bush.   It is also wood pieces used to ignite fire, Tinder,
chamiza.  Spark, ash, brasa, blight.  In Mexico is a form of curl, Marshmallow candy.  In El Salvador, Guatemala and
Honduras, is a soft drink that is sold the bags, usually frozen.  Flash, boli, pinguis, Vikings or Bon Ice ( Colombia ).  The
Charamusca is the name of a Colombian tropical song whose composer is Rosendo Martínez and performed by the



Orchestra of the graduates.

charanga
A brass band is a group of tropical music.  Humorous musicians.  Musicians cheerful and humorous.  Murga, band.

charango
It is a type of small string instrument, indigenous to Bolivian Andean areas.  The body of the instrument is made with the
shell of a type of armadillo.  It usually has five pairs of strings.  It is very popular in the South American Andean area.

charanguista
Person who plays or plays the charango, which is a small stringed instrument.

charanguito
Diminutive of charango (Andean musical instrument).  Small Charango.  It is also an Andean musical rhythm and the
name of a song by Bruno Arias.  Character played by Ale Sverdlik, in the program La tribuna de Nico on Telefe. 

charapa
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is the common name of a turtle.  It is common in the basins of the
rivers Orinoco and Amazon.  In Colombia it is common in the Eastern Plains.  Its shell shaped dish.  Its scientific name
is Podocnemis expansa and belongs to the Ponocnemidae family.

charavón
The term chavan or also used charabón is a way of calling the chicks or offspring of the ñandú, suri or choique (South
American running bird).

charchar
It means to start, start, run, operate.  It is a term used in Mexico, mainly to denote the start of operation of an apparatus,
engine or machine.  Get into operation or operation .

charcote
Increased puddle, large puddle. 

charcuteras
It can refer to sausage companies or the people who prepare them.  Delicatessens. 

charembas
Plural of charemba .  It is the name of a plant and its fruits.  In Mexico it is another way of calling sour capulins.  It also
receives many other names, such as : maroon grapes, pozocillos , chagalopolis , querembes , yagalán colorado ,
ingaloan , laurel , pigeon feet.  Its scientific name is Ardisia compressa and belongs to the family Myrsinaceae.

charis
The correct term is Charis ( 41 own name;.  It was the name of one of the graces of Greek mythology and the spouse of
Hephaestus.  It is used as a female name.  It has variants as Shariz, Sharick, Chariz.  It means grace, goodness, and
life.



charita
It means pity, what pity, that regret.  It is a popular expression in Costa Rica, which expresses disenchantment with
something nice that could not be executed.  Wish unfulfilled.  In the southern cone of South America, ostrich breeding.

charito
It is a colloquial and familiar way of calling a woman named Rosario (Rosarito).  It is also the way to call the offspring of
the Rhea, who is a running bird similar to the ostrich and of South America.

charlot
It can mean clown.  Famous character considered a symbol of humor and silent cinema and who was masterfully played
by Charles Spencer "Charlie" Chaplin. 

charlotte
The name of the city is most populous state of North Carolina in the United States.  It is a name of woman in English
and in French.  Equivalent to Charlotte in Spanish.  It means Warrior.

charme
It is a word of the French language, meaning charm, sympathy or spell. 

charmides
In English Cármides .  Charmides in English is the name of one of Plato's dialogues, in which he emphasizes the
importance of virtue (prudence or temperance) in man.  He is also one of the four characters of this work, represented
by a very beautiful (or handsome) young man and descendant of Solón.

charnaque
Thin mat, mat or mat for military use.  Makeshift shack or house.  A way of defining an unseemly place.  Bed or
makeshift dwelling. 

charnela
They are a pair of decks connected by a shaft that allows them to independent movements.  Hinge, hinge, pernio. 
Especially used in doors and windows.  Joint that joins the two leaflets of the lamellibranchs (oysters, mussels, clams). 
In medicine, it is each one of the sites of the spine where there is a change of curvature.  Craniocervical hinge, hinge,
hinge cervicaldorsal or cervicotoraxica there are lumbar and lumbosacral hinge.  It is also the part of the saddle which
allows you to attach brackets to the apéro or mount; also said it Stirrup.  In geology is a distortion or ripple on the rocks,
also called pleats or folds.  In Botany is one of the many common names having the mastic tree or tree of turpentine,
which also told quemaculo, Horn, Horn, cornicabra.  Its scientific name is Pistacia terebinthus of the Anacardiaceae
family.

charoesa
I think the question is for charolesa.  If so, it means that it comes from Charolais a region located in the West and South
West Center of France.  Charolle is called a District of that region in the department of Saona and Loire, of the Burgundy
region and the gentile of those who are from there is patent leathery.  Which is from the city of Charolles.  Name of a
breed of cattle from that same region.  It is characterized by being bulky and white fur. 

charol
That it shines.  In Colombia is a synonym of Plato, Cup, Bowl, tray, pan.  It is usually of brass or aluminium.  In some



parts there is also synonymous with metal tray.  Patent leather is also a type of coated leather that is very smooth and
shiny.  Varnished leather.  In Colombia was also the nickname of a professional footballer which was characterized by
its very black and shiny skin.  Jaime "charol" González Ortiz was called.

charola
In Colombia it is a flat and large tray-like container, it is usually round or oval.

charolastra
On the tape of Alfonso Cuarón, called " And your MOM also " '' charolastras '' they are two teenagers who share a code,
a philosophy ( just as adolescent ) on topics such as love, sex, friendship and even football. By Association, it means
close friendship, camaraderie, compincheria. In Colombia corduroy, parces.

charolés
It means that it comes from Charolais a region located in the West and South West Center of France.  Charolle is called
a District of that region in the department of Saona and Loire, of the Burgundy region and the gentile of those who are
from there is patent leathery.  Which is from the city of Charolles.  Name of a breed of cattle from that same region.  It is
characterized by being bulky and white fur. 

charqui
Charque is also used.  It is a method of preserving meat and some fruits.  Dry, dehydrated.  It is equally valid if used in
meats or in sliced fruits or thin slices (in slices).  Aerated.  It has been used in South America since very remote times. 

charran
The correct term is tern, with tilde.  A person who causes repulsion by its smell or appearance.  It is a word of Arabic
origin.  In ancient times, fish seller.  Cunning, dishonest and evil person.  It is a way to also call the tern, seabird is very
similar to a gull in the Laridae family.

charranca
It is the name of a very popular children's game in Latin America.  It is also known as rayuela, yew, fight or plane.  In
Spain it is also called Xarranca.

charranguilla
It is also called Maidenhair, Doradilla or Escolopendria.  It is a common name of a plant of the family Aspleniaceae (it is
a kind of fern).  Its scientific name is Ceterach officinarum.

charrasca
In Colombia is synonymous with oak, herringbone or güiro.  It is a musical instrument that can be operated by rubbing. 
Used in tropical music.  It may be of wood with several slots that are played with a wire.  Also there are metal.  It is also
a type of knife or razor blade,

charrascales
Plural of charrascal.  In Colombia and especially in the eastern plains of Colombia means stubble, scrub, scrub.

charrasqueado
Charrasquear inflection, which means to pluck, play or tear a stringed instrument (guitar, charango, cuatro).  In Mexico it



also means caricortado (or caracortada), which has a scar on its face (usually caused by a knife). 

charrasquear
It means press, tear or scratch a stringed instrument, it may be a guitar, bandola, tiple, charango, or four.

charrasquillo
It is the name of a plant of the family Fabaceae.  Its scientific name is Calliandra eriophylla.  It is also known as hair or
cosahui of the North.  The scientific name means beautiful stamens and Shaggy leaves.

charrán
It is one of the common names given in Colombia to a bird.  It is also known as the tern.  It is a migratory seabird.  Its
scientific name is Sterna hirundo and it belongs to the family Laridae.  

charrera
In Colombia and especially in the Paisa Region it means boring, monotonous thing, that annoys, that annoys, that
causes boredom. 

charrito
Charrito is another common names that have in Mexico to the saw or sawfish ( Scomberomorus maculatus in the family
Scombridae ).  They also say cunina, mackerel, Wahoo, mackerel, vato, painted.

charro
In Mexico it can mean farmer, rider who practices charrería, or also a mariachi or a rider of the charrería special
costume.  Hat charro or Charro is a hat of very large wing.  Colombia has several well different meanings depending on
the region.  In Bogota and Santander means boring, which produces weariness.  On grass it means ordinary, rough.  In
Antioquia charro it can mean happy, funny, humorous, entertaining, attractive.  In Cartagena you mean drunk.  In most
of the country means something funny, vulgar or without grace.  In Spain, Charro is said to the native of the province of
Salamanca and a traditional costume of this region.

charro negro
In Colombia was the name of an offender who was part of the chulavita guerrillas.  In Mexico it is a ghost or apparition,
allegorical figure of folklore, that comes out in moonlit nights, that accompanies the men without affecting them, but
women who accept mounted on his horse takes them and disappear.

charrúa
Name given to a native of Uruguay.  Uruguayan.  Name of a South American ethnic group that was settled in the region
of Southern Brazil, Northern Argentina and Uruguay.  Its largest territory was between the Paraná and Uruguay rivers. 
They moved from the Chaco south of the Queguay Grande River, from what is now Uruguay.  Language that this same
people spoke.  They were characterized by their fierceness and great combativeness. 

charrúas
Nickname with which the Uruguayans are known, Name of Aboriginal people settled in that region.

charter
It is a word from the English language that has many meanings: letter, freight, constitution, charter, charter or privilege



(as a noun) or rent, charter, charter or grant privileges. 

charter
In Aeronautics it is the name given to a contracted flight.  Chartered flight .  Flight that is made at the request of the user,
but that does not comply with a regular and fixed route. 

charybdis
It was the name of a sea monster in Greek mythology.  He was the son of Poseidon and Gaia.  He was also called
Charybdis.  It means sucker, sucking, which looks like a siphon.  It formed whirlpools in the water, which suctioned from
everything and could drown people or sink small boats.  Name of an asteroid . 

chasa
It can be a type of game of indigenous origin, practiced by children.  It is also a stall where sweets or treats are sold. 

chascarrillo
In Colombia it means joke, joke, squat, mockery. 

chascarros
Mocking tales or jokes, disappointments.  Jokes. 

chasco
In Colombia it means very unfortunate event, misfortune, bad luck.  It can also mean joke, chanza, mockery, iron,
disappointment, frustration, disenchantment.

chasicotherium
It means pebble beast or gravel.  Name of an extinct mammal that lived in the Upper Miocene.

chaso
In Ecuador it means peasant, campechano, who comes from the countryside, from the rural area that is not city.  It is
used in southern Colombia and Ecuador (Provinces of Azuay and Cañar) 

chasquear
In Colombia it means grinding, making strident noise.  Crackle, squeak, ring, resonate, squeal, creak.  Rattle or snap
your fingers. 

chasquee
It is an inflection of snapping.  It means making Thunder fingers.  Crackle or crepitation of the fingers.  Make ring finger
for attention.

chasqueó
It is an inflection of snapping.  Produce clicks.  Playing fingers.  Creak, Crackle, pop, Thunder.

chassa



Chassa is a French word, it's chasser inflection, which means hunting or scaring, away, scary.

chat
It is a word that means talk, conversation, communication through a computer network.

chata
Colombia is one of the finest cuts of beef cuts.  Good quality meat, pulp and soft.  Chata is also a way to call the loved
one, equal to love, affection, sky woman.  A woman who has the nose small and cheeky.  Cream.

chatarra
scrap is incorrectly written and should be written as Viejera, pileup.  being its meaning:<br>Metal elements or pieces of
old metal that no longer have use and that can be recycled.  Viejera.  In Colombia we tell junk also something old and
works with difficulty.  Pileup.

chatbot
It's a chat boat, or conversational bot or chat bot.  Reasoning based on number of cases.  It is a simulation of a
conversation where you get automatic answers.  Old software (from the 60s). 

chatel
It is the name of a French village, typical of high mountain.  It is located in the Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes region,
Department of Haute-Savoie

chato
It means blunt, it lacks tip, crushed, smooth.  In Colombia it is the same as ñato, person with small nose and crushed,
unsused, without nose.  In the case of vehicles or trucks, which has no trunk or nose, the engine goes back.

chaucha
Name of a people in Peru, belonging to the Department of Huánuco.  It's also another way to call beans, beans or
beans.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

chauchau
Or Chow Chow, is also the name of a breed of dog originating in the North of China.

chauchera
In Chile and Ecuador it means wallet, small wallet.  Escarcela , cartridge case , carterita . 

chauchudo
Chaucha Chile is a cryptocurrency, so chauchudo is anyone who has or owns many Chilean criptomonedas.  That it
trades with criptomonedas in Chile.  Also chaucha in some parts mean bean or Jewish.

chaufa
In gastronomy it is the name in Peru of a dish of Chinese origin.  It means fried rice (derived from Chow Fan).  It is made
with rice, vegetables, minced meats, eggs and chives. 



chauna
It is a word of Greek origin meaning spongy, soft, fluffy.  It is the name of a genus of South American birds known mostly
as chavarrías.  They belong to the family Anhimidae.  The crested is a purely vegetarian ave,

chavacal
The correct term is Chavaval.  It is the name of a river and a municipality in the Department of Alta Verapaz in
Guatemala.

chavacanes
chavacanes is incorrectly written, and should be written as apricots being its meaning:<br>The correct term is apricots. 
It is the plural of apricot or chabacán.  It is the name given to the Creole language of Philippines, derived from the
Spanish.  In Colombia it means ordinary, rough, I urdo, uncouth, vulgar.  Apricots languages in the Philippines are six
dialects derived from the Spanish.  The word means bland, tasteless.

chavalo
In Costa Rica it means kid.  boy, boy, infant. 

chavasca
Firewood is often obtained in pruning.  It is also a way to call the tree oak or chavasco.  Its scientific name is Quercus
ilex and belongs to the family fagaceae.  Dry wood from that tree. 

chavelita
Diminutive of Chavela, which is a loving way to call a girl named Isabel. 

chavera
It is another common name of the crossers, omens or eléboros.  Its scientific name is Helleborus viridis .  It's a toxic
plant.

chaveta
Clavija, which once placed in the hole of a bar, prevents the pieces that the bar holds from leaving.  Type of nail or rivet
cleft in almost all its length, which when introduced into a hole and when traps it separate its tips to be riveted.  Pincer
nail, clamp rivet.  In Colombia it is a colloquial way of calling the head, brain or mind.  From this word is derived the word
deschavetado which in Colombia means crazy, insane. 

chavismo
Political movement created in Venezuela by Hugo Chaves Frías.  It's just a pseudo-left who thinks she's a socialist and
she's dictatorial. 

chavo
Between the pig means young boy, teenager, child, kid.  It was the main character of a Mexican television comedy.

chavurro
Offensive way in Venezuela to refer to a chavista (supporter of Higo Chavez).  It is similar to maburro (Maduro's
supporter). 



chay
Chay is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chay ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Chay ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a commune and a French population in the Department of Doubs.

chay este
Chay this is incorrectly written and it should be written as"Chay" being its meaning:<br>Chay is a French town in the
Region of Franco County, Department of Doubs.

chaya
It is the name given in Mexico, especially in Yucatán to the plant's scientific name Cnidoscolus chayamansa or
Cnidoscolus aconitifolius ( in latin terms meaning stinging nettle or poison thorn ).  It is genus of the Family
Euphorbiaceae.  The consumed raw leaves are toxic as they contain hydrocyanic acid.  Consumed with corn and
pumpkin 40 seed; ziquil ) they form a food of very high nutritional value, but they must be cooked to eliminate the
toxicity.  The leaves and latex are consumed.  The plant is very similar to hibiscus and Yucca.  Gets the common name
of tree spinach or chay.  Chay and Chaya are words of Mayan origin.

chaye
It is a piece of glass, sharp and cutting.

chayes
It's a chayar inflection.  It means toasting, celebrating.  Spray or spray with beer, wine or any liquor.

chayito
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling women who are called Rosario.

chaza
It is a small ranch, ramada, caney, or kiosk selling candy and magazines.  In colombia, mostly to the South of the
country is the name of a local ball game practiced by the natives.  and their current descendants.

chazia
chazia is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chazia ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Chazia ( 41 own name;.  It is a woman's name.  Chazia Mourali is the name of a Dutch TV presenter.

chazo
In Colombia we say chazo to a piece of wood or plastic is placed in a hole, can be in a wall, to a way of filling in order to
facilitate embedding or nail, a nail or a screw.

chácara
In Colombia it means large wound or scar. 

chácaro
Stage name of a Venezuelan singer of llanera music and that his real name is José Gregorio Solorzano.  It means
young, boy, young man.  It also means messenger, town crier, announcer, spokesperson (carrying or bringing news). 
Relative to the countryside, peasant, rural. 



chácata
It is another of numerous forms in Mexico call the tree Prosopis juliflora, of the family Fabaceae.  You are also told to
Mesquite, in Colombia we say Trupillo or Cuji.

cháchara
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying talk, wagon, straw, verbosity, talk, chatter, quackery.  Long and irrelevant
conversation.

chácharo
In Colombia it is another way to call the mountain pig or peccary.  It is smaller than a wild boar and is also called saíno. 

chándal
It is a type of sportswear, usually made of fresh fabrics and loose or loose- made.  In Colombia we call them sweatshirts.
 It usually consists of a jacket or diver and trousers.  In some parts it is also called a t-shirt or t-shirt, but more than
anything refers only to the jacket or diver.

chárter
In Aeronautics is the name given to a contracted flight.  Chartered flight.  Flight that is done at the request of the user,
but that does not meet a regular and fixed route. 

che
Nickname of the guerrilla Ernesto Guevara.  He was an ideologue and commander of the Cuban Revolution.  He was an
Argentine, a doctor and a journalist.  Expression that in Guaranía means my, mine and is put before a name as a sign of
respect.  Name of a composite letter or digraph of our language.  Term used in Argentina to refer to another person. 
almost always in a derogatory way.  Doe, man. 

chea
In student slang, it is the acronym for Council for Higher Education Accreditation.

checa
Name of a Republic of Central Europe .  Its capital is Prague.  Slavic language spoken in the Czech Republic.  Gentile of
a woman born in the Czech Republic.  Name of a section of the Soviet secret police.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  Surname of two Spanish motorcyclists, named Carlos Checa and David Checa.  Surname of Spanish Botany
and Professor of Biology, at the Faculty of Sciences, University of Alcalá de Henares, called Julia Checa Blanco.  In
Colombia we say Czech or Chequita to a small metal lid of the containers in bottle of soft drinks, sodas or beers. 

chechena
It means person or a native woman, residing or is related to Chechnya, Russian Republic.  Colombia is one of the
common names for a wader.  characterized by having claws on their wings.  A current relative of the prehistoric
Archaeopteryx is considered.  Its scientific name is Ophisthocomus hoazin.  They also say Hoatzin or Hoatzin.  It
belongs to the family Ophistocomidae.

chechere
chechere is incorrectly written, and should be written as Chechere.  being its meaning:<br>The correct and commonly
used term is chechere.  It is a term used in Colombia to designate junk, furniture or old vehicle, geezer, clunker. 
Obsolete, old, object of little use or useless.



checherere
checherere is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chechere" as meaning:<br>In Colombia we use the term
Chechere, to determine an object that is old and has little use. Figurines, pots,

chechi
In Colombia it is the familial form of calling a woman named Cecilia.  Sunonimo of skating and champion for the
Colombian people.  Family name of greater world skating champion, called Cecilia Margarita Baena Guzmán.

checo
It means native of Czech Republic ( Formerly it was the adjective of Czechoslovakia ) .  Affectionate and familiar way of
calling who has the name Sergio.  They are also called Checho.  Nickname of Mexican motorist Sergio Michel Pérez
Mendoza. 

chef
It's a galicism that means cook, head chef.  Person who trained professionally in Gastronomy.  Gourmet.

chefel
It is a way to call a two-sided frying pan, widely used in hospitality and cooking. 

cheito
It is a familiar way of calling those named Joseph.  Diminutive of Joseph.  Josecito .  Name of a series of children's
primers, widely used especially in Preschool and Transition.  Reading-writing booklets. 

cheje
It is one of the species of Woodpecker or picatroncos.  Its scientific name is Woodpecker Golden and is of the family
Picidae.  It also receives the name of Woodpecker Pampa.  In the Aymara language, Pampa, means spotted, Parakeet,
mottled, speckled (which has interspersed the colours).

chelas
Plural of chela.  In Mexico it means beers.  In Colombia we say Chelas to women who are called Graciela.

chelele
It means person with blond hair.  Blond, monkey, catire. 

chelero
In Mexico the beer will say Chela ( In Colombia is Cheve or pola ) therefore chelero is who likes to drink beer. It is also a
chelero, the musician who plays the cello.

chelinga
Chelinga is the name of a type of boat used in India and Ceylon.  It is a kind of drawer, with tapered ends, medium.

chelitas
In Mexico it means beers.  In Colombia we say Polas or Agrias.



cheltopusic
They are saurian reptiles, also known as lizards of Crystal, sheltopusic, ofisauro, ofisaurio and pseudopodo.  More than
lizards look like snakes because they lack legs.  Its scientific name is glass lizard apodus ( which means lizard without
legs in latin ) and belongs to the family Anguidae.  There are worldwide almost ( With the exception of Auatralia ).  There
are several species, obviously with different names in Central America and Colombia.

chelydra
It has shell and lives in the water.  It is the name of a genus of aquatic turtles.  They belong to the Chelydridae family. 
They are known as biting turtles.

chemecar
It is an Aragonese term that means moan.  Chemequiar.

chemecón
chemecon is incorrectly written, and should be written as Chemecon (his own name).  being its meaning: Chemecon or
Chemecon Limited is the name of a chemical engineer company, called Chemical Engineers Connected, which is based
in port Spain, Trinidad Tobago.  It provides services to oil companies.

chemequiar
Chemequiar or chemecar, means moaning, moaning, soothing, wailing.

chemo
It's a way to call the contact glue.  In Colombia solution, glue.  Term to refer to the person who has the defect inhaling
vapours .  It is also an apocopada and affectionate way to call Guillermo (also Memo).  Nickname of a Peruvian
footballer named Guillermo del Solar and known as "Chemo" del Solar.

chen
It is the stage name of a Korean singer, named Kim Jong-dae.

chenca
It means cigarette butt, pucho.  rest of the cigar that is not smoked, part of the cigar that is quitting.  In Colombia it
means money, silver, almost always referred to a smaller amount. 

chencha
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima, it means female pig or pig, marrana, pig.  Person who has
difficulty walking.  In Venezuela it means helmet, arched legs.  Apocope and familiar way of calling Innocence or
Clemency.  In Chile it is a small purse or wallet.  He's jailed.  In Mexico it means lazy, lazy, lazy.

chenchena
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is one of the common names of a bird.  It is also known as hoatcín,
hoatzín, pava hedionda or guacharaca de agua , shensho , serere.  Its scientific name is Opisthocomus hoazin and
belongs to the Opisthocomidae family.

cheng
Cheng is incorrectly written and it should be written as Cheng ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term



is Cheng ( 41 own name;.   It is used as a name and as a surname in China Cheng.  It equals Cheong in Korean.

chenga
It means unsettled, scruffy, misaligned, careless, poor quality, poorly presented, bad-looking or appearance.  It's a word
of Otomí origin.

chepa
In Colombia is synonymous with fortune, luck, chance, chimba.  dumb luck.  It is also the apocope of Josefa/Josefina.

chepazo
In Colombia means stroke of luck, dumb luck, chance, luck, fortune, chimba, random.

chepe
In Colombia in colloquial and family way how to call someone named Jose.  In Mexico is as they call the railroad
Chihuahua-Pacific that runs through the Copper Canyon.  Attached to Chihuahua and Los Mochis.

chepita
It is a colloquial way of calling a woman who is dedicated to making collections of credits in a personal way.  Capable,
fund raiser.  Family way call Josefa or Josefita.  Diminutive of hump.  In Colombia hump or chepita (much use
diminutives), mean stroke of luck, chance, fortune, dumb luck.

chepito
In Colombia is the colloquial and familiar way of José and Joey.  Diminutive of Chepe.  Pepito.  Elegant costumes
(cachaca) and character of fine manners which was dedicated to carry out payments of delinquent portfolio.  They were
a fashion in the 1970s.

chequeada
It's a check-in flea to check.  It means reviewing, looking, observing, examining.  Examined, revised, analyzed.

chequeado
In Colombia it is a turning-down to check.  It means to browse, browse, review, recognize, look, accept, check. 
Indicates that it has already been reviewed.

chequecito
It is a diminutive of check. A colloquial way of a Colombian is refer to wages or salary. Formerly paid to the worker with a
check that was changed at a bank.

chequera
In Colombia book of checks (documents or Bank papers).  Also in Colombia, in a colloquial way: something old,
dilapidated, ramshackle, chechere, caracha.

chercha
In several Caribbean countries it means ridicule, mockery, joke, joke.



cherchán
It's a way of calling a little bird.  It is better known as chercan, Creole chochin, mouse, tacuarita, cone or cockroach.  Its
scientific name is Troglodytes aedon and belongs to the family Troglodytidae .   .

cherenga
It is one of the many names given by a small American rodent who lives from Mexico to Argentina.  The term cherenga
is most commonly used in Costa Rica.  Virtually every country and region gets a different name.  It has about 50
centimeters of elevation and a weight of about 3 kilograms.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata .  In Colombia we
call it picure , guatín or ñeque .  In other regions they call it jochi, carma, guaqueque or añuje .

cherepo
In Colombia we know it as a basilisk, its scientific name is Basiliscus basiliscus, is a type of lizard, which possesses an
adaptation in its hind legs than him " allow to run on the surface of the water " in order to protect themselves. It is
possible to find it from Mexico to Venezuela. Also say you Cherepe, moracho, toloque, teterete.

cherna
It is the name of a fish in Colombia, something similar to piranha, but larger, Its meat is exquisite.  It receives other
common names: tambaquí, pacú, pacú negro, cachama.  Its scientific name is Colossoma macroporum (for the black
cachama) and Piaractus brachypomus (the red cachama), they also call it pirapitinga.  It belongs to the family
Characidae.  It can be grown in ponds.  It is clarified that a marine fish is also called cherna, which is also known as a
grouper.  

chesco
In Mexico it is apocope of refreshment.  It means soda or soda.  It is also the apocope of Francesco (Francisco in
Italian).

cheslen
It is the name of a Private Nature Reserve in the United States.  It is located in Cherster County, Pennsylvania.  It
belongs to Natural Lands .  Hiking and kayaking can be enjoyed in streams.

chetado
Mean cheat, crafty, trickster.  A person who uses dirty tricks to win.

chetar
Cheating with any kind of artifice or trickery, especially in a video game. 

cheuto
It is a term used in Chile.  You mean cleft lip, lip, cleft, boqueto, boquinche.

cheve
It means beer.  In Colombia we also call it pola, supia, picha, birra. 

chevecha
In Colombia it is a folkloric and colloquial way to call the pola, sour, picha, beer, bitter.  It is also called cheve or cheva. 
Name of a Palito Ortega song.



cheveridad
It is a very special feature of some people, which makes them pleasant, entertaining, jovial.  It is what we call a
bacanería in Colombia.  Quality of a cool, a cool person.

cheverón
In Colombia means cheerful, good people, rowdy, partying, jovial, gozón, festive, lively, fun.

chevrolet
It is an American surname of Swiss origin and is also a brand of vehicles that was founded by Louis Chevrolet. 
Surname of several motorists (Gaston, Arthur, Louis).  Name of a Spanish film. 

chevrolito
It is the name of a song vallenato music of Rafael Escalona.  It has many versions, with different performers.  According
to the letter, it was used to smuggle from Maracaibo.  It is the diminutive of Chevrolet.  Truck or car old but well
maintained.

chevrón
It is a term used in heraldry.  Honorable piece, in the form of half sotuer, author or blade, whose tip extends to the center
of the boss and remains as an open compass.  A sauter or sautor, is also called a blade, ? cross aspada or cross of St.
Andrew.  It is also the name of a U.S. oil company (although in this case it does not carry a tilde). 

chéchere
It is a term used in Colombia to describe junk, furniture or old vehicle, geezer, clunker, caracha, coroto.  Obsolete, old,
object of little use or useless.

chévere
In Colombia it means pleasant, cheerful, friendly, sympathetic, funny.  It can also mean very good, magnificent,
excellent, great. 

chi kung
It is also called Qi Gong.  It is a type of traditional medicinal therapy of Chinese origin, based on breath control
techniques.  It serves to eliminate stress. 

chiapas
Chiapas is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chiapas ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Chiapas; own name ).  It is the name of a State of Mexico, mostly indigenous ( Chiapas ).  Its capital is Tuxtla
Gutiérrez.  Its name derives from the term in language Nahuatl Chia-apan which means " 34 Chia River;.

chiba
It is the name of a city and a prefecture in Japan, near Tokyo.  Chiba is also a common name of a toxic herb, whose
scientific name is Ageratum conyzoides in the family Asteraceae, which is also said caangay or St. Lucia.  Chiva (with v)
has several meanings in Colombia: is a way to call the sheep or goat.  It is important and breaking news and is also a
similar to a bus transport system but that carries passengers and charge simultaneously.

chibcha



Name of a Colombian indigenous people of the Muisca family.  Name of the language of these same indigenous people.
 The word as such in the native language means our people, we.  Chibchas are actually all groups belonging to the
Chibchense linguistic family, such as the u'wa, the bari-motons or the kogui, among others.  They are also called
Muiscas.  They were basically located in the Cundiboyacense region.  In Colombia colloquially refers to the Colombian,
its culture and its language.  We call ourselves chibcholobbianos.

chibiado
chibiado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chiviado" as meaning:<br>The correct word is Chiviado. In
Colombia, it means two different things. The first relates to journalism: means remove the scoop to a colleague, first
announce great news which we call " chiva ". The second denotes, something this adulterated, is not the original, which
has been copied and is of poor quality ( Chiviado, 41 Chimbo;. If we refer to the liquor it means chirrinche, ( adulterated
41 tapetusa;.

chibolo
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality that belongs to the Department of Magdalena.  The term is of indigenous
origin.  In some texts it also appears as Chivolo , with v . 

chibuleo
It is the name of one of the Ecuadorian indigenous ethnic groups of the Central Highlands.  Their language is Kichwa.  It
is a very proud and belligerent, village which produces and controls the majority of hoists indigenous to claiming their
rights.

chicalote
It is one of the common names in the Caribbean and Mexico of a plant that belongs to the genus Argemone and the
family Papaveraceae.  It is also called cardosanth.   It is also called in Mexico Poppy or Thorny Opium Poppy.  Its
scientific name is Argemone mexicana.  It has medicinal uses. 

chicana
It is a way in United States refer to residents who are of Mexican or Latino descent.   In Motorsports is the modification
(trim or extend) a curve for cases of emergency.  Ruse.  Mana, treta, exit.

chicanada
Work of a Chicano.  Chanza or joke made by an American of Mexican descent.  The term is also used to refer
something poorly elaborated, something chambón or to the action of delaying or delaying the execution of something. 
Unjustified delay. 

chicanear
In Colombia it means bragging.  Get smed, get angry, stand up.  Presumptuous attitude, boastful, vain, ostentatious,
pretentious, immodest, smug, bluffing, bluffing.

chicanera
In Colombia he is a very smug, presumptuous, boastful, vain, ostentatious, pretentious, immodest, conceited, braggart,
bluffing person. 

chicanero
In Colombia is a very conceited, self-righteous character, boasting, vain, showy, pretentious, immodest, cocky, boastful,



show-off.

chicarcas
It means extravagant, exaggerated, eccentric, quirky.  It may mean that you use a very extravagant or very exaggerated
costume of ornaments.

chicha
Beverage produced by fermentation of corn, is an ancestral intoxicating.  The Indians made it to crushing the kernels of
corn with your teeth, since pre-Columbian times.  Slang that Colombians give the beer name. Quiet, calm.

chicharo
The correct term is pea.  It means Jewish, pea, bean.  Fruit, seed or grain of a legume.

chicharra
In Colombia is an implement that is used to indicate the start or end of a match, especially Sports Hall such as
basketball or the as well as Futsal.  Ringer.  It is other way of calling a cicada in Colombia.  It is a hemíptero insect,
which produces a very loud noise in summer, almost reaching the 90 Hz.  they belong to the family Cicacidae.

chicharras
The cicadas are cicadas same.  They are insects of the order Hemiptera and family Cicacidae.  They receive other
names such as coyuyos, chiquilichis, tococos, cycads or " Nakyra " the latter in guarani.  There are many species and
are characterized by the raucous noise produced in summer.  Its life cycle can last up to 17 years.

chicharrazo
Hit with the Chipote chillón.  Ear-piercing sound of the cicada which is used in the games room or venues closed as
basketball, football room.

chicharroncitos
Diminutive and plural of chicharrón .  Pork bacon frying.  In Colombia colloquially it is said chicharroncitos to problems or
difficulties, obstacles that can be overcome but that involve dedication and work.

chicharronería
Site where chicharrones are prepared and sold. 

chichay
It was the stage name of a Filipino comedian and comedian.  Its full name was Amparo Robles Custodio and it was of
low stature and plump.  In Pasto ( Nariño ) means cold, ice cream.  Also in southern Colombia it is a surname of
indigenous origin.  Chinchay in Quechua language means jaguar. 

chichera
A person who is engaged in manufacture or sell chicha. Chicha is a traditional drink from pre-Columbian times our
indigenous manufacturing with corn grinding their teeth and to ferment. Colombian tropical song, performed by the
Golden Boys.



chiches
Plural of chiche .  In Argentina and Guatemala means breasts, tits, breasts.  In Colombia chiche is one of the vulgar
ways of calling the male sex organ.  Penis.

chichicúa
It is one of the common names for a snake in Mexico.  It exists from Mexico to Argentina. The word has Nahuatl origins. 
Its scientific name is Spilotes pullatus and it belongs to the family Colubridae.  It is also known in Colombia as tigra,
cazadora, voladora, toche . 

chichigua
In Colombia means that it has very little value, almost nothing.  Even the smallest elements.  Cheap, affordable,
economical, affordable.  That costs nothing and can be paid with coins.  "It's worth egg".

chichipate
In Central America and especially in El Salvador and Honduras it means drunk, drinker, alcoholic, beodo.  Person who
drinks too much. 

chichipato
In Colombia it means sordid, petty, stingy, miserly, apprehension, miserable, had, tied.  a person who clings to his
belongings and never wants to share something with others.

chichitón
Nahuatl language means gozque, puppy, small dog, dog.  Used as synonym for fool, touchy, playful, annoying,
annoying.

chicho
In Colombia it means bravo, furious, spoiled, angry, choleric, choleric.  Apocope and affectionate way of calling
Mauritius.

chichorra
Fleshy part of the pork.  Fleshy part that remains to melt fat from pork.  Feminine of pork rinds.  Grape juice or juice
resulting from pressing the grapes.  The chichorra is the fleshy part of the Bacon that is to fry it, after melt the fat and
remove the butter.

chichos
Plural of chicho .  In Colombia it means brave, furious, ill-tempered, angry, angry.  Apocope and affectionate way of
calling Mauritius. 

chichón
In Colombia and especially in my land tolimense means turupe, tolondrón, hematoma caused by a strong blow (swelling
and purple).

chiclanera
It can mean that it is native to Chiclana, the name of two Spanish cities, one the Province of Jaén (Chiclana de Segura)
and another in the Province of Cadiz (Chiclana de la Frontera). 



chiclanero
It means that he is a native of Chiclana or that he relates to it.  Chiclana is the name of two Spanish cities, one in the
Province of Jaén (Chiclana de Segura) and the other in the Province of Cádiz (Chiclana de la Frontera). 

chiclayo
In Peru it is the name of a City and a Province.  They're in the Lambayeque Department.  Also in Peru is a way to call a
creeping plant in the family Cucurbitaceae.  Its scientific name is Cucurbita ficifolia .  It is also known as whose , cayote ,
chilacayote , bolo , pumpkin , cidra , vitoria , zambo .

chicle
Colombia has several meanings: gum, very sticky person and very tight Lady pants.  It is also the name of a tree.

chico
It means small, short, little, small, tiny, reduced (when used as an adjective).  It also means young boy, boy, boy, guy,
lad, lad.

chico de billar
In Colombia, billiards game.  Each of the billiards games . 

chicomoztoc
chicomoztoc is incorrectly written and should be written as ' Chicomoztoc. ( is 41 name;. "being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Chicomoztoc ( 41 own name;.  Nahuatl language means place of the seven caves.  Mythically is the
place where arose the seven tribes Nahuatlaca, in the center of Mexico.  The seven tribes are Acolhua, Chalcas,
Mexica, Tepanec, Tlahuicas, Tlaxcala and Xochimilcas.

chicomoztoz
chicomoztoz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chicomoztoc" being its meaning:<br>Chicomoztoc ( in
nahuatl: chicomoztoc, the place of the seven caves chicome, seven; oztotl, cave; suffix c, place of )? is the name of the
mythical place of origin of the Tepanec people, Xochimilcas, Chalcas, Acolhua, Tlahuicas, Tlaxcala and the Aztecs then
Mexicas, ( The seven nahuatlacas 41 tribes; of the central region of Mexico of Mesoamerica, in the Postclassic.

chicomoztoz
chicomoztoz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chicomoztoc" being its meaning:<br>Chicomoztoc ( in
nahuatl: chicomoztoc, the place of the seven caves chicome, seven; oztotl, cave; suffix c, place of )? is the name of the
mythical place of origin of the Tepanec people, Xochimilcas, Chalcas, Acolhua, Tlahuicas, Tlaxcala and the Aztecs then
Mexicas, ( The seven nahuatlacas 41 tribes; of the central region of Mexico of Mesoamerica, in the Postclassic.

chicoria
In Colombia it means small, girl, short, smaller, smaller size.  Dwarf.  It is also the name of a small medicinal plant,
which is also called chicory.  It is also called escarole, balea, red-headed, endives, porrino, calvious and is from the
family Asteraceae.  Its scientific name is Cichorium intybus. 

chicos
People who are not yet adults. Young, boys, teens, children. Little size, small. Little long, short. In Colombia also is told
guys to every game of pool.



chicote
In Colombia chicote is synonymous with tobacco and cigarette butt of the same.  Cigarette slang way.  Habano.

chicoteca
It is a montage of music and special amusements for parties for children or minors.  In Colombia we say small girl to a
special ballroom for children.

chicotera
Name of snakes in Mexico, also called squeaks.  There are black chicotera and white chicotera.  It is one of the common
names in Baja California to be a snake of arid areas.  It is also called a squeaky squeak or black chicor.  Its scientific
name is Coluber fuliginosus.  It belongs to the Colubridae family.  It's very fast.  Chicotera is also a container where
there are many boys or tobaccos.  ashtray.  Person who makes chicotes or makes tobacco.  

chicotillo
It is a strip of leather with knots, also called whips, whips, cowhides perreros or waistbands in Colombia. The term
chicotillo is most commonly used in countries such as Peru and Bolivia. It is widely used for easing the passage of
horses and pay threaten some animals.

chicozapotes
It is the same tree called sapota, zapotillo or acana.  Its scientific name is Manilkara zapote and the Sapotaceae family. 
To make things easier it is same chewing gum, well known for chewing gum.  The word chicle comes from the word
Nahuatl Tzictli which means rubber.  This tree is native to Tropical America.

chicuelo
Diminutive and contemptuous of chico.  Means teenager, youngster.  Nickname of a famous Spanish bullfighter, called
Manuel Jiménez Moreno.  great practitioner of the Chicuelina.  His father Manuel Jiménez Vera, was also nicknamed
the same way.

chifladas
Plural of crackpot .  It means woman or person with little reasoning, of little sanity.  Crazy, insane.  Colloquially chiflis,
striped. 

chiflado
In Colombia it means that it lacks sanity, crazy, crazy, deranged, eccentric, rare, insane.

chiflan
It is an inflection of chiflar.  It means whistling, reject and protest.  It also means going mad, lose the trial.

chiflar
In Colombia is the Act of whistle raucous way in disapproval of something or someone.  Produce whistles.  Disapprove,
recheck, censure, condemn, blame, oppose.  It is also allocate it, losing his sanity, lose common sense.  Whistle was.

chifló
It is an inflection of chiflar.  In Colombia, it has two meanings.  Whistle whistle raucous way with the mouth (lips and
tongue).  It is a sign of displeasure, or disapproval, but it is also a way to draw attention.  It also means going mad is,



losing his sanity, lose the trial.

chiflón
In Colombia is the wind that gets through the cracks of doors and windows at night.  Cold wind currents.

chifon
The correct term is chiffon (with accent).  It is a word of French origin that means fabric, cloth, genus (of the fr.  Chiffon). 
It is a very fine and thin, soft, woven fabric.

chifonier
It is a word of French origin ( chiffonier ).  It means comfortable or drawer.  In Colombia it is a large furniture of 2 or 3
bodies and with drawers, which is used to store clothes.  Wardrobe. 

chigo
Chigo is a town in the Philippines that is now part of the large Manila.

chigre
In Asturias and the Asturian language means cider house.  Place where cider and other spirits are sold.  Small shop
where cider or liquor is issued. 

chigrero
Person who attends a chigre or cider house.  Owner of the chigre or cider house. 

chigrue
It means leather, little body, piece of skin tearing, skin.  Shell, sock. 

chigua
It is a type of small basket, made with vegetable fibers.  Also in Muisca language is the name given to a small window
elaborated on the wall of a house made of mud or bahareque.  This term is used by peasants of the Cundi-boyacense
region.  In botany it is the name of a genus of cycad plants in the family Zamiaceae. 

chigüero
It is one of the many names that receives the plant of the fetid eléboro or stinking eléboro.  Its scientific name is
Helleborus foetidus and belongs to the family Ranunculaceae.

chigüiro
It is one of the common names occurring in Colombia to the capybara capybara.  Also says capybara, punch, jorro,
lancho, pork manao, capybara, pork water.  It is the larger worldwide rodent.  Belongs to the family Caviidae and its
scientific name is Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris.  Series of books for children and ecological Colombian whose author is
Ivar Da Coll.  Nickname of Colombian footballer, called Jaír Benítez Sinisterra.  Ideal nickname for Luis Suárez, the
Barcelona player.

chihua
In Mexico is the name of a variety of ahuyama or pumpkin.  It's also called chigua.



chihuahua
It may refer to a City and a State of Mexico or a very small breed of dogs, also originating in that country.  Chihuahua is
also the name of a beach and a spa in Uruguay.  It is presumed that the word is of Nahuatl origin and means place
where the waters of the rivers meet.

chiita
He's a member of Shia.  Chiism is an Islamic movement that sought Muhammad's death, continuing the dominion of his
offspring or family.  They are contrary to the Sunnites or Sunnis. 

chiíes
It is the plural of Chií.  It's the same as Shiites.  They are the followers of Shia i.e. the Islamist movement followers of Ali
and who intended Mahoram's successors to be his descendants or relatives.  They are adversaries of sunnis or Sunnis. 

chijete
It's the same as chifilón.  It is a strong air current that enters through the slits or slits of doors or windows.  It can also
mean fast, fast, light.

chikara
In Japanese it literally means power.  It is the name of one of the sagas of the anime Naruto.

chikupaya
chikupaya is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chicupaya" as meaning:<br>It is the name of the goddess of
the top ( Cerro Chikupaya ) protector of the wanacus ( Guanacos ) daughter of Ch Wayllatiriy '' araqe, deity of the
charity, in the legend of " Stories and tales ancient Huari " Layra 40 Parla; In Santiago de Andamarca ). Mythological
character of the Incan culture.

chila
In Colombia we use it as an apocope of Alcira.  In India it is the name of a cake made with chickpea flour.  In Peru it is
the name of a Cordillera (Department of Arequipa) and a Volcano ( Department of Puno).  In Ecuador it is a surname of
indigenous origin.  In Portugal it is a way to call the plant alcayota , bolo , pumpkin , cayote , footman, chiclayo ,
chilacayote , chiverre , chivarro , vitoria , zambo , zambumba .  Its scientific name is Cucurbita ficifolia of the family
Cucurbitaceae .  In Mexico it is a town in the state of Puebla and Argentina another of La Rioja.  Nickname of
Paraguayan archer José Luis Chilavert.

chilacoas
Some aquatic birds are very common gruiformes in Colombian wetlands.  They have very long legs and beak.  They
belong to the family Rallidae, its scientific name is Aramides cajanea.  It has other names common as water cock,
cotara, chiricote or Tinguá.

chilandrajudo
Dirty and poorly dressed person.  Mean Chiroso, chirapiento, ragged, desarrapado, scruffy, telemachus, t'other, ragged,
piltrafa, guinapiento, colgajiento, descuajeringado.

chilanga
Chilanga or chilango is a term used in the Llanos orientales de Colombia and the Western Llanos of Venezuela, to
designate a piece of meat that is not of the best quality, because you have much nerve and is very rejuda ( very hard ).



Meat riluda. It is usually the meat of a cow or beef very old.

chilanga banda
It is the name of a song played by Café Tacvba and a composition by Juan Jaime Camacho Lopez.

chilango
Chilango or chilanga is a term used in the Llanos orientales de Colombia and the Western Llanos of Venezuela, to
designate a piece of meat that is not of the best quality, it is very nerve and it is very rejuda (very hard).  Meat riluda.  It
is usually the meat of a cow or beef very old.

chilango light
It's a jocholy way to call a sawmill.  In the Plains of Colombia the word chilango refers to a piece of meat, usually of poor
quality, for its cutting or presence of hard fibers or tendons. 

chilapo
In Colombia, a greater way in Urabá is a way of calling the natives the savannahs of the Sinú River in the Department of
Córdoba.  Cordoba, sinuano.

chilaquil
Chilaquil or best chilaquiles is a Mexican dish made with tortilla chips (fried or toasted corn tortilla chips), stuffed with
chicken or shredded beef, chorizo, cheese, onion, and other ingredients.

chilate
In Central America is a drink that is served cold.  It is made with cocoa, chilli and roasted cornmeal.

chilatero
In Central America is a person who drinks chilate or attends chilatadas.  Chilate is a chili and cocoa-based drink served
cold.  Chilatada is a meeting where you drink chilate.


